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Welcome to the third issue of our monthly newsletter and I hope you find
something to interest you. I’d also like to extend a warm welcome to our friends
from South Tyneside Branch NDFHS who have joined us for the newsletter. Don’t
forget NDFHS renewals are due this month. Contributions for future issues are
most welcome, there is no pressure to contribute, but if you do have an item for a
future issue; a story, a query or maybe a nice photo you’d like to share, please
email me at the above address.
Susan
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View of North Shields taken from South Shields in 1890
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Gone but not forgotten, Thomas Conway 1917-1940

One of fourteen children my Uncle Tom Conway must have been lured from
his home in Willington Square, Wallsend with the dream of flying as he
enlisted pre the second world war with the RAF.
He had been born in 1917 and from leaving school he became a surveyor’s
linesman at the Wallsend & Hebburn Coal Company. Maybe his visits to the
Lyric local cinema in Howdon fuelled the young man’s dreams and he joined
up in the October of 1936 aged only 19 years of age. Thomas enlisted for 9
years in the RAF on 21/10/1936 aged 19 and served for 3 years and 326
days. His initial training In T Depot Squadron was possibly at RAF Halton in
Buckinghamshire until 22/01/37.

This is Uncle Tom directly facing the camera, onboard the troop ship taking
him to Africa.
On the 01/01/39 he achieved the rank on Aircraftman 1st Class (AC1). After
3 months on the 01/03/39, he was transferred to RAF Middle East
Command. Thomas was given leave from 04/02/39, until the end of the
month, when he began his journey to join 14 Squadron on 21/03/39.This
first required more training and he gained qualifications on the maintenance
of Avro Anson, Hawker Hart and Vickers Wellesley. He became a Leading
Aircraftman on 01/08/39. A short time was also spent with 47 Squadron
from 04/09/39 who also operated Wellesley aircraft. World War 2 started
on 1 September 1939.
In May 1940 the squadron moved to Port Sudan. On the 10th June 1940
Italy entered the war and the next day the squadron attacked Massawa.
Missions were flown almost every day from then on. Please see the second
entry.

FROM THE OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK
No. 14 SQUADRON
11.15

PORT SUDAN 10 September 1940
Three aircraft left at 11.15hours
under F/Lt. C.G.S.ROBINSON to
bomb KASSALA, a small wood
situated to the east of the town,
said to contain Motor Transport and
tanks was the target. It was
successfully bombed and one or two
500lb. bombs fell in the wood.

No fires were started but it is
thought there was a possibility
some dmage inflicted. Some interesting photographs, from an Army point of
view were taken, showing defence work. Anti-war pamphlets in Amharic were
distrbuted.
On the way home the flight was intercepted by eight CR.48 fighters probably
stationed at SABDERAT. No.3 of the formation piloted by P/O. J.H.
FERGUSON and manned by P/O. J.lynch and Sgt. T.CONWAY was shot down
in flames. P/O. FERGUSON made a successful parachute jump but the others
were killed.
14 Squadron, Vickers Wellesley RK7763
Shot down over Kassala, Sudan. Report
AIR81/3186.The Pilot Officer J A Ferguson
parachuted out, captured, and became a
prisoner of war.
Sadly Pilot Officer James Lynch was killed
together with the rear gunner - Sergeant
Terrence Conway aged only age 23. They are
buried in a joint grave 4. D. 13. at Keren
War Cemetery, Eritrea
When Gran revived the telegraph saying he
had died, it stated over Italian territory. She
spent the rest of her days avoiding anything
Italian, even ice cream. It was only many
years later when we discovered where Tom
died... on the African continent, in Eritrea
My mother remembers the last time she saw
him was walking down the street to the station with his kit bag over his
shoulder.
Baby pic – Conway family & the first 5 of 14 children. Tom at front age 4
Keiran-Ann Keilty

SHIPPING NEWS
Shields Daily Gazette 17 Oct. 1861

OLD OCCUPATIONS
Our ancestors often had occupations
that are strange to us now – do you
know what these jobs are? Answers at
the end of the newsletter.
FEUAR
GARCIFER
HIGGLER
INTELLIGENCER
JOURNEYMAN

NEW & SECOND HAND SHIPS and STEAMBOATS
for sale at John Nicholson’s Ship Surveyor
5 King St, South Shields
AUCTIONEER AND APPRAISER
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Hood Haggie’s
The article in the October Newsletter by Susan Lynn on Hood Haggie’s Rope Works
was of particular interest to me as it was the works were the subject of one of my mother’s
favourite tales. During the war my mum was a full-time officer in the National Fire Service
based in Whitley Bay. One night there was an air raid on the Tyne and incendiary bombs
were dropped, one of which caused a fire at the Hood Haggie works, and the fire brigade
were called out from local fire stations. Although it was not part of her normal duties, she
volunteered to drive the canteen van to support the firemen attending incident. On
descending a steep hill down to the works the brakes on the van failed. Somehow, she
managed to avoid crashing and successfully reached the scene of the fire.
She was always proud of her time in the Fire Service. In later life she was delighted to
tell the story plus others involving her driving around rural Northumberland in the blackout
to members of the local fire brigade when they came to check her smoke alarms. After the
war she didn’t claim her Defence Medal which was awarded for non-military service during
the war. Although no Fire Service records survived, I was able to use photographic evidence
plus her signed affidavit to apply to the Home Office on her behalf. She was awarded the
medal, which I was able to give to her on her 90 th birthday.
Personally, I’m particularly grateful for her war service, as that was where she met
my father, who was serving as a volunteer in the Auxiliary Fire Service. Their wedding
photographs show them leaving the church to an honour guard of firewomen.

John Heckels
<><><><><><><><><><>
On the 8 November 1824 the ship ‘Northumberland’ of North Shields was lying at Sierra
Leone when one of the crew whilst fishing, to his great annoyance, dropped his knife
overboard. But judge his surprise when on the same afternoon he caught a dolphin which
was found to have the very knife in its belly. Captain Davidson, the master saw the knife
taken out. Ref: Sykes Local Records

Tyneside’s Russian “Sypmaster”
Many people will be familiar with the Tom Hanks film “Bridge of Spies” for which Mark
Rylance won an Oscar playing the Russian spymaster “Colonel Rudolph Abel”. Abel was
convicted of spying in the USA in 1957. The film focuses on the time in 1962 when Able was
one half of a “spy swap” when he was exchanged for the shot down American U2 pilot Garry
Powers. What is less well known is that he was actually a Geordie, real name William Fisher.
William August Fisher was born in
Benwell, Newcastle on 11 Jul 1903
to Heinrich and Lyubov Fisher. His
parents were Russian emigrees.
His father was a revolutionary
activist of German descent who
worked with Lenin in St.
Petersburg. He was arrested for
sedition and after serving his
sentence he and his wife fled to the
UK. After first settling in Newcastle
the family moved to Whitley Bay. In
the 1911 census the family are
found living at 24 Eleanor Street, Cullercoats. “Henry” is recorded as a fitter working at an
ordinance factory. The family later moved to Lish Avenue, Whitley Bay. Young Willie won a
scholarship to Whitley Bay High School (later Grammar School) where he was moderately
successful. After leaving school he became an apprentice draughtsman at Swan Hunter’s
and attended evening classes at Rutherford College. However, in 1921, after the Russian
Revolution, the family returned to Moscow.
After arriving in Moscow Willie became involved with the Communist Party organisation and
worked as a technical translator while also developing an interest in amateur radio. At the
age of twenty two he was called up to the Red Army. Being fluent in English, Russian and
German and with his interest in radio, he was trained as a radio operator before being
recruited by the organisation that was the forerunner of the KGB. After training he was
posted to Oslo and then London working as a clandestine radio operator. He was then
recalled to Moscow in 1936 to become head of a training school for illegal radio operators.
During one of the purges which occurred in the Party during Stalin’s reign he lost position in
the security service. However, during WWII his expertise was invaluable and he was recalled
and became involved in training radio operators for clandestine work behind the German
lines.
After the war and with the development of the “cold war” Willie’s expertise and fluency in
English made him an ideal candidate for a mission to the United States. He entered the USA
illegally from Canada in 1948 using one of his several fake identities. He was responsible for
a network that was concerned with smuggling atomic secrets to Russia. His contacts
included the Rosenbergs, American citizens who were executed for spying for Russia and
their courier Lona Cohen who later resurfaced in the UK as Helen Kroger part of the Portland
Spy ring. Willie’s identity was not revealed by the Rosenbergs and he then established
himself in New York posing as an artist. In this he succeeded, becoming an accepted
member of the artistic community.

In 1955 he returned to Russia for six months and on his
return found that his network had disintegrated while
under the control of his assistant Reino Hayhanen.
Eventually, in 1957 Hayhanen was recalled to Moscow but
while on the journey he defected at the US Embassy in
Paris. Using information supplied by Hayhanen the FBI
were able to locate Willie and he was arrested in his
studio, as portrayed in “Bridge of Spies”.
He never divulged information to the FBI other than an
adopted name of Rudolph Abel and was tried and
sentenced to thirty years at Atlanta Federal Penitentiary.
He served four years before the exchange with Garry
Powers at the Glienicke Bridge linking West Berlin with
Potsdam in East Germany. He was reunited with his wife
and daughter and was received as a hero in the Soviet
Union. He died of lung cancer in 1971 and his ashes were
buried in Donskoye Cemetery, Moscow beneath a memorial monument with both his birth
name and his adopted alias (which can be seen on www.findagrave.com). In 1990 his
portrait was featured on a Russian stamp part of a series of “Intelligence Agents”.
The full story of Willie and his father Heinrich is told in “Like father like son: A dynasty of
spies” by Vin Arthey (2004) ISBN 1 903608 07 4.

John Heckels
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BONFIRE NIGHT
These days it’s Halloween and Trick or Treat that prevail as midwinter draws nearer. In our
childhood Guy Fawkes, Penny for the Guy, Bonfire Night call it what you will accompanied
by lots of fireworks was the norm. Children could easily buy fireworks, ‘jumpy jacks’,
’ London Lights’ and ‘fire crackers’ were firm favourites. In past years injuries caused by
fireworks and bonfires were catastrophic causing many fatalities and life changing injuries
and gradually the change came to organised fireworks displays and the safer fun of dressing
up for trick or treat.

Bad behaviour wasn’t uncommon as these entries from the past reveal:
Shields Daily Gazette 19 December 1870
NORTH SHIELDS POLICE COURT – (Before the Mayor (G. Bell Esq.) and J. Robinson Esq. )
LETTING OFF FIREWORKS – SATURDAY –Edwin Hindhaugh and Edward Marshall, two boys,
charged with letting off fireworks on Friday night were cautioned and discharged.
Shields Daily News 14 November 1890
THE FIREWORKS NUISANCE Andrew Carson and Thos. Smith, boys, were fined 5s. and costs each
for setting off ‘London Lights’ in the street.

Shields Daily Gazette - 3 November 1890
Drawing on a report from the Shields Daily News on 6 November 1948 gives us a glimpse
into the fairly recent past.
BANGS AND BONFIRES ON GUY FAWKS NIGHT
Bonfires outnumbered bangs this Guy Fawkes night
although it was surprising after recent shortage
complaints that fireworks were so numerous. Although
most streets on the Ridges Estate had two or three fires
and in Wallsend there were at least a dozen fires along
the main streets, it was one of Tynemouth Fire Brigades
lighter celebration nights. Whitley Bay Police were kept
busy chasing fireworks jokers and customers in a
seafront café were badly shaken when the door was
suddenly flung open and a number of exploding
fireworks thrown in. One customer had a badly burned
hand and another was scalded by a hot cup of coffee.
Taxi drivers also had problems when jokers made calls
for taxis and then threw fireworks at the arriving vehicles before running away. On waste
ground at Percy Park there were rockets, golden rains, volcanos and crackers which added a
pre-war touch and in two hours there appeared to be no shortage of fireworks. Children in
prams were among a crowd of 250 people who watched a fire on waste ground opposite
the Albion Road Memorial Methodist Church, but their fireworks were mainly sparklers.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
OLD OCCUPATIONS – the answers

FEUAR

Scottish term meaning owner of land or property

GARCIFER

Stable boy or groom

HIGGLER

Travelling peddler, possibly derived from haggler a person who
haggles

INTELLIGENCER

A spy

JOURNEYMAN:

A craftsman or trader who has not become a Master, but has
completed their apprenticeship. Usually employed by a Master. In
older use a journeyman was hired on a daily basis, from the French
‘journee’ meaning day. The term may be suffixed by the name of the
occupation they worked in.

LOCAL ODDITIES 1. SEWER GAS LAMPS
17 Sewer Gas Lamps were erected in the Whitley Bay and Monkseaton areas between 1900
and 1910 of which 10 survive. The following description of their purpose and design is taken
from "The History of Monkseaton Village’ by Local Historian Charlie Steel.
"In the 1890s, Joseph Edmund Webb, a builder from Birmingham, invented and patented his
sewer gas destructor lamp, and later formed the Webb Engineering Company. Within ten
years of their introduction, these lamps were found all over England and in many other parts
of the world. Old sewers were often badly laid out and poorly vented, so there was always a
danger of disease (or even explosion) from methane and fetid stagnant gases, which could
build up in the system. The lamps, which were connected to the ordinary town gas supply,
were installed at high points in the system and were coupled directly to the underground
sewer. They were usually lit by three mantles, which were rarely extinguished. The burning
mantles created an intense heat within the hood, leading to an updraught, which drew air
from the sewer through a copper tube inside the column; the sewer gas was therefore
harmlessly burned off, thus converting the methane into Carbon Dioxide before being
released into the atmosphere. One lamp was capable of venting an area of up to three quarters
of a mile of sewer’.
Now designated at Grade II for the following
principal reasons: * Rarity: although gas lamps were
once common features of our street scenes they are
increasingly rare and those combined with sewer
vents are rarer still. * Intactness: this is an intact
example with a complete glass lantern. * Design
quality: not withstanding its humble nature, this is
an attractive gas standard with a fluted cast-iron
base and ornamental brackets. *
The standard is of fluted cast iron with a curved
glass lantern; the lantern is supported by four
ornamental brackets and it has a high valve to the
domed canopy; there is a ladder rest at the top,
which also supports the hinged top of the hood
when open for cleaning or maintenance. The lamp
has a cast-iron base plate reading: 'J.E.WEBBS
PATENT SEWER GAS DESTRUCTOR' and
'WEBB LAMP Co. LIMITED POULTRY'. The
lantern head bears the name 'SUGG'.
The Grove, Monkseaton
St. George’s Crescent, Monkseaton
The Links, Whitley Bay
Zetland Drive, Whitely Bay

Brentwood Ave, Monkseaton
Front Street, Monkseaton
Park Road, Whitley Bay
Watts Road, Whitley Bay

That’s eight out of ten, anyone know where the other two are? This isn’t a quiz question, I
don’t know either.
In 1993 they were all refurbished, but not into a working condition, by Northumbria Water
and transferred to North Tyneside Council.
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